
Sugar Heist FAQ (add to SH page, not blog, also add rules as PDF)

1. In the context of Candy Magnet and Mega Candy Magnet, is "Pure Sugar" considered a
candy flavor that we can ask for?

● Yes, when playing a Candy Magnet or Mega Candy Magnet card you may ask for Pure
Sugar.

2. How many cards can you stash during phase 1?

● At the start of your turn you MUST stash at least 1 matching pair. If possible, you may
stash multiple pairs onto as many different vaults as you like - but you must always play
them in pairs and only during Phase 1.   For example, if you have 3 pairs in your hand
and enough vaults you could stash your entire hand and draw 6 new cards at the end of
your turn. More details on how to stash are included on the Phase 1 page of your
rulebook.

3. When do you draw cards again? Do you draw cards every turn or only when you do not use
an action or attack card?

● At the end of your turn, if you have less than 6 candy cards, you may draw back up to 6
new candy cards from the draw pile.  More details on drawing cards at the end of your
turn is included on the Phase 3 page of your rulebook.

4.  What happens when all your Vaults get stolen do you get a free Vault or just out of the
game?

● It is not possible to have 0 Vaults.  Battle Cards may not be played on players with 1
vault.  Attacking players may only use Battle Cards on players with 2 or more Vaults.
More details on attacking players are included on the Playing Battle Cards page of your
rulebook.

5. Player 1 attacks player 2. Player 2 uses a MOM card. Player 1 then draws a Night Raid card.
Is Player 2 still exempt from being targeted by Player 1 even though the night Raid Card
specifies you can't use a MOM card?

● No, you may not use a Night Raid card on a player after the MOM card is played.  As
stated in the rulebook: Once you’ve played a MOM card, you cannot be targeted again
that turn.
Think of it like this: Before a MOM card is played a Night Raid cannot be MOM’d
because you are attacking the other player while they are asleep. After a MOM card is



played it’s like Mom comes into the room and sticks around for the rest of that player’s
turn. She would see any funny business that occurs.

6. What happens if we have more than 6 cards at the end of our turn like 7 or 8 cards at phase
3?

● If you have 8 cards at the end of your turn, then you must choose 2 cards to discard
before ending your turn. More details can be found on the page of your rulebook for
Phase 3 in the section titled END YOUR TURN, which explains the hand limit.

● If you have less than 6 candy cards you’ll draw back up to 6 cards. If you have more
than 6 you must discard down to 6. Note that you are allowed to have more than 6 cards
at other point during the game (such as when making trades during someone else’s
turn). The only time you are required to discard down to 6 is at the end of your turn of
play.

7. Can a MOM card be used to counter a Big Brother or MOM Card.

● No, it may not. Once a MOM Card is played that player cannot be countered in any way.
The same goes for the Big Brother card. Once it is played it cannot be countered in any
way.

FAQ needing answer

8.  What happens if…

-a player uses timeout on someone(let's just call him Brian)

-another player draws and plays Battle Royale card before Brian gets his timeout

-a player draws "activate sleeper cell" during the battle royale

● In this scenario, Brain would still participate in the Battle Royale. Let's say Alex draws
Activate Sleeper Cell, that card would go into effect after the Battle Royale (and active
player's turn) concludes. So play would advance automatically to Alex next, Brian and all
other players would be skipped. Brian only skips his turn once. In other words, he's in time
out while the dad joke is told.

9. If I have the base game AND the KS exclusive box, can I mix everything together to increase the
number of possible players?

4players + 6players = 10 players max in total?



● Probably not, we've only thoroughly playtested the game with a max of 6 players. Combining
two games would unbalance the ratio of cards, change how rare candies are, etc. But we
love that you want to share Sugar Heist with so many friends. Our suggestion would be to
have a tournament between 4 and 6 players and then pit the top scoring players in a 3rd
rematch. And we'll consider a future expansion that can add more players.


